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W. E. B. Du Bois was a public intellectual, sociologist, and activist on behalf of the African
American community. He profoundly shaped black political culture in the United States through
his founding role in the NAACP, as well as internationally through the Pan-African movement. Du
Bois's sociological and historical research on African-American communities and culture broke
ground in many areas, including the history of the post-Civil War Reconstruction period. Du Bois
was also a prolific author of novels, autobiographical accounts, innumerable editorials and
journalistic pieces, and several works of history. One of the most neglected and obscure books
by W. E. B. Du Bois, In Battle for Peace frankly documents Du Bois's experiences following his
attempts to mobilize Americans against the emerging conflict between the United States and the
Soviet Union. A victim of McCarthyism, Du Bois endured a humiliating trial-he was later
acquitted-and faced political persecution for over a decade. Part autobiography and part
political statement, In Battle for Peace remains today a powerful analysis of race in America.
With a series introduction by editor Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and an introduction by Manning
Marable, this edition is essential for anyone interested in African American history.
Lorna lost everything to war. Her home, her wealth... her lover. And now she wants revenge. When
her hasty plan throws her at the mercy of her enemy's men, she holds little hope of returning to
her kin and fears death is around the corner. But could her salvation lie in the arms of her
dark captor? Logan has little time to be dealing with a stubborn noble woman. His orders are to
prepare for war. His laird-the man he owes his life to-intends to join forces with the Norse and
bring a battle to Scotland that will see the fate of the country forever changed. Scarred, and
with no memory of his past, Logan is determined to forge a new future for himself as well as
prove his loyalty to the laird. But the beautiful lass has him questioning his previous life and
his goals. When she starts claiming he once loved her, he knows he's being manipulated and she's
taking advantage of his memory loss. So why is it so hard to resist the idea of having once been
her lover? With the threat of impending war-a battle that promises to bring slaughter to her
family-can Lorna persuade Logan to believe her, and is the bitter man he's become even worth
saving? Whatever the outcome of the battle, a certain interfering faery is resolved to see fate
back on its correct path. And that means forcing Lorna and Logan together-no matter their
differences.
He’s known as the Duke of Daring…but is he brave enough to take on one feisty spinster? The Duke
of Darlington is on a mission. He needs to protect his secret gaming hell from a group of
debutantes who’ve stumbled upon his covert business. The problem… Miss Minerva Chase is not the
average lady. From the moment his compatriots assign Daring to keep watch over the fiery
redhead, she begins stirring trouble. Not only is her tongue sharper than any sword he’s faced
but her lips are achingly soft while she tosses barb after barb in his direction. He’d like to
throttle her, or kiss her, or perhaps protect the very spirit that drives him mad. Minnie knows
a pompous, arrogant, infuriating man when she meets one and she will not be intimidated. So what
if he’s a duke with a secret? She won’t bend, not even when she realizes that he pushes her away
because he’s been hurt before; a hurt she’s experienced herself. And she will not give in to his
will, even when his kiss lights her body to flame. But when he needs her help… well, that’s a
little more difficult for a girl to refuse. The problem is that once she’s seen his softer side,
she’s in jeopardy of succumbing to the Duke of Daring. When it comes to love, is she brave
enough to give away her heart? Regency Romance ebook
A small blue kobold named Gidgit seeks the escort of Vergence deep into the jungle to find his
lost friends. To their shock, all the other male kobolds have become willing naked sex slaves
for a giant Alligator named Deacon, and Verge's father Byrant. They get captured and
indoctrinated to join their ranks to sexually please their masters, with a small pink snake
named Amber pulling the strings from her throne room.
On a Red Horse
The Story of My 83rd Birthday
Sinful Liaisons
To Dream of a Highlander
The first rule of the Spinsters Club is: You do not talk about the Spinsters Club.The second rule of the Spinsters Club is: You do not talk about the Spinsters
Club.The third rule...Well, Merry understands the rules of the Spinsters Club fully, considering it was her idea in the first place. When one of her good
friends loses her heart to an utter rogue and is ruined forever, she's determined that the life of a spinster is for her. Thankfully, she's not alone. Her three
dearest friends have had their share of heartbreak and resolve to join her. No matter what the demanding mamas and papas of the world say, they will not
give up their spinsterhood.Particularly not to the handsome Lord Harcourt Easton, the Earl of Langley. Merry has always liked Harcourt-after all he is her
brother's best friend-but she cannot fathom his sudden interest in her. After all, he was well known to be quite the rogue at times and she's hardly the sort to
attract the attention of a rake. But Harcourt has loved Merry for some time now. And he's determined to make her see that. If only he could get past this
stubborn determination that she should never marry and convince her he's the man for her.The death of her father and some strange incidents that put
Merry in danger might not be ideal circumstances to woo a woman, but Harcourt is willing to make the best of a dire situation-especially while Merry
needs a shoulder to cry on. Harcourt could well be the most amazing man she knows, and Merry cannot help but be grateful for his support, but she cannot
very well turn her back on the Spinsters Club so soon...can she?
FOOD ETHICS, 2E explores the ethical choices we make each time we eat. With twenty-six readings that bring together a diverse group of voices, this
textbook dives into issues such as genetically modified foods, animal rights, population and consumption, the food industry's impact on pollution,
centralized versus localized production, and more. In addition, this edition includes new introduction, new readings, a comprehensive index, and study
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questions that frame these significant issues for discussion and reflection. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
When two friends are hanging out on a Friday night, watching porn well... things happens. It's only gay if you kiss, right?
Dashing and rakish by day, secretive and daring by night, Reed Valentine, Duke of Keswick's uncanny ability to lie at a moment's notice makes him an
ideal candidate to spy for His Majesty's Secret Service. But now that the war is over, and Napoleon is exiled to the island of St. Helena, he finds himself
adrift. The life of a wealthy nobleman isn't enough to satisfy him.When the government tasks him with one last mission-to find out who is trying to kill
Napoleon-Reed takes on the job with gusto. Disguising himself, he slips into the Romani world while convinced that one of them will know who was
responsible for the attempt.Orelia finds herself charmed by the stranger in their midst. When he comes to her rescue, however, that infatuation quickly
comes to an end. As far as Orelia is concerned, the Romanis are being used as scapegoats-as usual. She's determined to prove Reed wrong.Together, they
set out to find the truth. With their combined quick tongues and ability to slip in and out of society, it should be easy. But the more time spent together, the
harder it becomes to understand-why can't a duke and a poor gypsy girl be together? Will their wits be enough to carry them through their treacherous
journey and bring them together, or will their differences and the danger force them apart?
The Rake Who Rescued Me
Borderland Bride
What's a Rogue Got to Do with It
When the Duke Was Wicked
Waking Up With the Duke

In the final installment of USA Today bestselling author Christi Caldwell's Sinful Brides series, a runaway heiress
entrusts her fate to the man she betrayed. Lady Eve Pruitt has never forgotten her childhood friend, the young
pickpocket Calum, who she feared had been condemned to the gallows. Now, years later, Eve is the one in
danger. Her brother, made desperate by gambling debts, threatens to steal her inheritance, and Eve has no
choice but to run. Under an assumed name, she takes a job as a bookkeeper at the notorious Hell and Sin Club.
Nothing in this bawdy den shocks her more than discovering that her employer is none other than Calum.
Keeping her identity a secret is one thing--but hiding her feelings for him is another. As Calum becomes
increasingly taken with the strangely haunting beauty, he looks forward to exposing her mysteries. But when her
masquerade is revealed, it's left to Eve to prove that her desire for him is no deception.
Opposites Attract…and can thrive in a marriage built on God. The book starts with the results of a survey
detailing the ten most important qualities that each man or woman wants in a spouse, then teaches us how we
can be the person who breeds that quality in our husband or wife. Throughout the book the authors use their
own personalities and experience with marriage to demonstrate how to do marriage right.
"The Pedestrian's Guide through North Wales" by G. J. Bennett. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good
Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Notorious rogue, Lord Nathaniel Kingsley always tended to leap without thinking. Becoming a smuggler,
adopting a sheep, getting engaged to Miss Patience Grey....Patience has no need for a fiancé, or a husband. For
once in her life, she wants to prove she's just as good as a man and she does not need Nathaniel Kingsley getting
in her way. With her brother injured, it is up to her to continue her family's work...and that means tracking down
a French spy and ensuring said spy will turn. Unfortunately, no one believes she can do it alone. Which is where
Nathaniel comes in.Nate is happy to be of service. Why pass up the opportunity to repay an old friend, especially
with a little intrigue along the way? Find the spy, play escort to Patience, return home to continue smuggling.
Easy.Or at least it would be if the stubborn Patience would let him do his job. The breeches-wearing woman is
determined to do it all alone and, he has to admit, there's something quite distracting about a woman in men's
clothes. Can he keep his attention from her long enough to complete their mission and persuade Patience to let
him do his job and protect her? A job he's beginning to find he's enjoying a lot more than he thought he would...
You're the Rogue That I Want
Passions of a Wicked Earl
Issue 1
Man's Best Friend with Benefits
What Every Woman Wants in a Man/What Every Man Wants in a Woman
Being a pig is hard. Basil has struggled his entire life with being overweight, but finally he's ready
to take matters in to his own hands by applying for a gym membership. There's just one problem... The
instructor Basil's been crushing on from afar is manning the front desk and he doesn't believe a pig
like Basil can lose weight.
Sinful Confessions
A god. A mortal. A treacherous journey that will bind their hearts forever. Lonely and cast out of
society, Eden gets a visit from Tyondric, God of Fire, in answer to a prayer. Gods can only appear once
in a person's lifetime, so when he returns a second and third time, she knows her life will never be
the same. When the beautiful god reveals Eden is The Pure Soul--the only one who can close the gate to
the heavens and prevent the evil in Ananthuria from spreading--their relationship gets complicated. Ty
is willing to break every rule to save the world. And to save Eden. As they set out on their dangerous
journey to the gate Eden is kissed by the god. It's then she realizes Ty holds the power to break
through every wall she's erected around herself and force his way into her heart. But what will happen
when they close the gate and the world returns to normal? Can a mortal and a god ever be together? And
with an evil lord on their trail, will they even succeed? CONTENT WARNING: Contains sensually erotic
scenes, a snarky heroine and a gorgeous god. 32,419 Words
The thrilling 13th book in #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan’s paranormal
Carpathian/Dark series. They were masters of the darkness, searching through eternity for a mistress of
the light . . . Destiny’s childhood had been a nightmare of violence and pain until she heard his voice
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calling out to her. Golden and seductive. The voice of an angel. Nicolae had shown her how to survive,
taught her to use her unique gifts, trained her in the ancient art of hunting the vampire. Yet he could
not bend her to his will. He could not summon her to him, no matter how great his power. As she battled
centuries-old evil in a glittering labyrinth of caverns and crystals, he whispered in her mind, forging
an unbreakable bond of trust and need. Only with him can she find the courage to embrace the seductive
promise of her. . . Dark Destiny.
The Liber landavensis, Llyfr Teilo
The Thief's Desire
Eden's Fire
The Llandaff Charters
Duke of Daring

In the wilderness of 14th century Northumbria, Lady Isabel discovers just how dangerous the Borderlands can be. With the loss of her voice
and her hearing, there is little hope left for her. But when a brooding knight rescues her, she vows never to become a victim again and buries the
secrets of her past in the hope that those hunting her will never find her in the Borderlands. Jake is astonished to come across the beautiful
Isabel, near to death, on his brother's lands. Bringing her back to his brother's home, he finds himself longing for something more from the
courageous woman, something that he thought he would never want again. Isabel works her way into his scarred heart and opens Jake up to
loving once more. But will Isabel's secrets destroy their bond? And with his charismatic brother, Dominic, charming her, does he even stand a
chance?
“Lorraine Heath’s books are always magic.” —Cathy Maxwell With Passions of a Wicked Earl, USA Today and New York Times bestseller
Lorraine Heath kicks off a new series of delightfully sinful historical romance novels featuring “London’s Greatest Lovers.” The first romantic
adventure involving the titled and rakish sons of a scandalous Dowager Duchess and their tales of passion, pleasure, and love, Passions of a
Wicked Earl concerns the innocent and unfairly disgraced young wife of the first brother and her brazen attempts to win back the dashing
rogue’s heart…by any means necessary!
Welcome to the International Tournament of Athletes, the most prestigious athletic competition in the world. Brazil, known for their gambling,
prostitution, and that infamous heat, is this year's host, but the Brazilian heat isn't what is on everyone's mind. Every athlete there is consumed
by the ultimate prize - winning gold. After the first week of the ITAs, volleyball player Alina Smith has everything going for her. Her
handsome boyfriend just won a gold in swimming, and all she has to do is beat Brazil to knock them - and her arch nemesis Gabriela Santos out of the tournament. But in the middle of the game, her world is turned upside down when Alina finds pictures of her boyfriend with Gabriela
at a club. When it seems like everything is spiraling out of control, she runs right into Bryce. Bryce Walker is not your average jock. Growing
up in foster care has made him tough, but taking care of his little sister has made him sweet and kind. On top of that dangerous combination, he
also has the perfect athlete's body. When he's kidnapped by a local crime lord trying to rig the games, he's torn between saving his sisters life
and protecting the girl he's falling for. He's no longer just competing for gold. He's competing for his life. It's about to get even hotter in Brazil.
This book is intended for mature audiences.
Wickedly sinful, the Earl of Sussex, is an unrepentant rake. The Wicked Earls' Club is the perfect place for a man of his station to indulge. That
is until his parents force a match that threatens to rob him of his freedom. Unwilling to be tamed, he travels to meet his bride and demand she
put a stop to this farce. Except Lady Tabitha is nothing he expected, and everything he never knew he wanted. Too bad this fiery wallflower is
equally bent on ending their engagement. Lady Tabitha, daughter of a duke, will not be betrothed to a rake no matter what her father thinks of
his social connections. As long as she doesn't stare into the depths of his green eyes, or linger on the strong lines of his jaw, she should be able
to scheme her way out of this engagement. That is, if her intended groom would just cooperate with her plans. This is the first book in the
Wicked Lords of London Series. My Duke's Seduction, My Duke's Deception, and My Earl's Entrapment are the next three books. Also coming
are My Duke's Desire and The Earl of Dryden. #Historical #Romance #Victorian #Regency
The Courage to Love
Servants of the Serpent
The Heiress's Deception
Only If You Kiss
A tour performed in 1837
“Lorraine Heath’s books are always magic.” —Cathy Maxwell “She writes the most powerfully moving love stories in romance
today.” —Jill Barnett “Heath steals your heart, then takes you on a journey that will leave you torn between tears and joy.”
—Christina Dodd Meet London’s Greatest Lovers! New York Times bestselling author Lorraine Heath’s delights and enchants,
moves and mesmerizes historical romance readers with Waking Up With the Duke, the third installment in her unforgettable series
in which the rakish sons of a scandalous Dowager Duchess, discover passion, pleasure, and true love. Perfect for Lisa Kleypas
and Liz Carlyle fans, Waking Up With the Duke transports readers back to Victorian England, where a dangerous passion is born
when a handsome rogue nobleman is approached with a most unusual request…
Lust, gluttony, greed, sloth, wrath, envy and pride. The Cynfell brothers are the very embodiment of a sinful existence. But could
the right woman change that?WrathLocked behind the walls of Lockwood Manor, Julian Cynfell, the Marquess of Lockwood whiles
away his days writing angry letters, drinking and sleeping. He never expects his solitude to be interrupted by a brazen American
heiress.An American heiress who is expecting a wedding.Viola Thompson can't believe her luck when the English lord she has
been corresponding with for the better part of a year asks her to visit him. This has to mean an offer of marriage surely? Finally,
Viola will prove to her family and friends that she is more than a ruined woman with no prospects. Not to mention she knows they
will be a love match. No one could write such beautiful letters without being the perfect man.But when she arrives in cold, dreary
England to be faced by a foul-tempered, grizzled--albeit in a handsome way--marquess, her dreams of marriage are quickly
dashed. Can she draw the lord out of his melancholy ways? And does she even want to remain in England while rumours of three
dead wives circulate around Lockwood?One thing is for certain, this American heiress has never been one to back down from a
challenge--especially when not even the Atlantic Ocean could dampen the patent desire running between them.
Queen Elizabeth sits on England's throne. A once Catholic country is now ruled by a Protestant queen. In a time of fear, turmoil
and bold deeds, many heroes are seldom written into history... After aiding in the capture of the flagship Rosario and helping to
defeat the Spanish Armada, Sir Henry Bainbridge is set to make his mark on the world and strengthen his position as a man of
authority. Now in charge of the Spanish prisoners, Henry must negotiate their return to Spain and manage the care of his people.
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However, when he comes across a woman amongst the survivors, his future plans are put on hold. The exotic beauty draws him in
and his honour will not let him doing anything other than protect her. Henry takes her into his home and places her under house
arrest. He can only hope his principles are enough to protect her from his desires... In a time when small differences spark fear
into the heart of many, Antonia finds herself drawn into a battle between a zealous priest, a discontented population and the most
honourable man she's ever met. Nothing can ever come of their attraction, not while he's holding her father prisoner and not when
so many differences divide them. Or can it?
Scotland, 1230 Sent on a rescue mission, Finn Mac Chaluim is prepared to do his duty, hand over the lass and return home. But
fate has other ideas. In the midst of a Norse invasion, Catriona barely escapes with her life. Masquerading as her sister, she finds
herself in the hands of Finn who intends to hand her over to her sister's betrothed, Laird Gillean. In the interests of bringing peace
to her home, Catriona is determined to continue the ruse—even if it means going along with the marriage and denying her growing
attraction to a man who keeps his hurts hidden behind a quick grin. If the green faery, Tèile, has anything to do with it, Catriona
and Finn will come together—but only at the right time. Thanks to her last attempt at matchmaking, many paths were changed and
now it's up to her to put it right. Can she help Finn— who learned the hard way that sharing your life with someone only leads to
heartache—get past his doubts? And will the battle-scarred Catriona even accept him into her heart? When Laird Gillean's
attentions toward Catriona become dangerous, both Finn and Tèile will find they have an uphill battle on their hands.
Sinful Confessions
When a Rogue Loves a Woman
Spotting Basil
Dark Destiny
Earl of Sussex

Hannah, the recently widowed Duchess of Dunbarton, revels in her new freedom by setting
her sights on Constantine, the black sheep of the scandalous Huxtable family, whose
wicked reputation rivals her own.
A story about a sexually frustrated young adult who adopts a young dog that ends up
showing him many discoveries about himself and others.
As the daughter of a famed author, Isolde Ophelia Goodnight grew up on tales of brave
knights and fair maidens. She never doubted romance would be in her future, too. The
storybooks offered endless possibilities. And as she grew older, Izzy crossed them off.
One by one by one. Ugly duckling turned swan? Abducted by handsome highwayman? Rescued
from drudgery by charming prince? No, no, and . . . Heh. Now Izzy’s given up yearning for
romance. She’ll settle for a roof over her head. What fairy tales are left over for an
impoverished twenty-six year-old woman who’s never even been kissed? This one.
Meet the Earl of Redmere in the 1st book in the Rogues of Redmere series, a brand new
Regency romance series by #1 bestselling author Samantha Holt.Red never shies away from a
challenge. Never.But when Miss Hannah St. John strides into his life demanding-yes,
demanding-he help her, he's certain she's more challenge than even he can handle.Hannah
is determined to transport an artifact from France-one that will change everything-even
if it means working with a lawless man like Red. Nothing is more important than
preserving history. Nothing.Not even the touch of a smuggler who inconceivably makes her
stomach twist.When it becomes clear the irritating bluestocking will do anything for this
blasted artifact and needs saving from herself, the earl-turned-smuggler steps in.
Carting a cursed stone across the country with a know-it-all woman is not Red's idea of
fun, particularly when their journey runs far from smoothly...so why does he find himself
enjoying her company just a little too much?
or, The ancient register of the cathedral church of Llandaff; from mss. in the libraries
of Hengwrt, and of Jesus college, Oxford
Pleasures of a Notorious Gentleman
10 Essentials for Growing Deeper in Love |10 Qualities for Nurturing Intimacy
The Pedestrian's Guide through North Wales
Castles Ever After
Lewis Knight left behind his life as the son of nobleman years ago. The rough, scarred man is
quite content to use his brute force and bad reputation to help the Earl of Redmere with his
smuggling--a ruse to aid the war effort. Knight doesn't care too much about the reasons behind
the subterfuge, so long as he gets paid.And stays busy enough to forget his past for
good.That's not so easy, however, when he's forced to return home. And thanks to the earl's
meddling, he's accompanied by the woman who plagues his thoughts far too often...Louisa has
been too busy running her inn to think too much about the dark, brooding Knight. Even if she
does steal the occasional glance at those broad shoulders. However, when a man arrives in
Cornwall with lifechanging news and Louisa's inn is threatened, she must investigate. With
Knight's help, she digs into this stranger's past and stirs up more danger than she thought
possible.Now that Knight is driven to protect her, the barriers between them feel harder than
ever to keep in place. Somehow, she keeps working her way under his unyielding exterior. But
Knight knows he's not worthy of a woman like Louisa--not while his past shadows his every move.
They are England's most eligible bachelors, with the most scandalous reputations. But for the
right woman, even an unrepentant rogue may mend his ways… Lady Grace Mabry's ample inheritance
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has made it impossible for her to tell whether a suitor is in love with her—or enamored of her
riches. Who better to distinguish beau from blackguard than her notorious childhood friend, the
Duke of Lovingdon? With no interest in marriage, Lovingdon has long lived only for pleasure. He
sees little harm in helping Grace find a proper match. He simply has to teach the lovely
innocent all the ploys a scoundrel uses to gain a woman's favor—by demonstrating his wicked
ways. But as lessons lead to torrid passion and Grace becomes ensnared in another man's
marriage plot, Lovingdon must wage a desperate gamble: Open his heart fully—or risk losing the
woman he adores…
As the black sheep second son of an Earl, Stephen Lyons has gained a reputation in the art of
seduction, but when his wicked ways result in scandal, he joins the army to redeem himself. On
the battlefield, he proves courageous . . . until he is seriously wounded. Returning home to
recover, he discovers he can't remember the angelic beauty who arrives at his doorstep, his
babe nestled in her arms. Mercy Dawson will risk everything to protect the son of the dashing
soldier she once knew and admired. When Stephen offers to do the honorable thing, she is
determined that London's most notorious gentleman will desire her and no other. But Mercy fears
that what began as an innocent deception could destroy her dreams and their blossoming love if
Stephen ever learns the scandalous truth . . . They are masters of seduction, London's greatest
lovers. Living for pleasure, they will give their hearts to no one . . . until love takes them
by surprise.
Scarlet needs a new job, but Horseman of the Apocalypse doesn't sound good on a resume. Three
years ago she followed her companions to Earth in an effort to live human lives. But the moment
she left her husband Tyr she knew life wouldn't be worth living. Lonely and longing for her
husband, Scarlet is on a path of destruction that could endanger all the riders. Tyr, god of
justice, hunts his wife across the realms. From Hell to the Golden Throne, he travels until he
finds her working as a phone operator. Scarlet is no longer the woman he fell in love with, and
he is determined to bring that woman back to him if it takes the rest of eternity. Even though
the Horsemen live on Earth, they are still responsible for guarding four seals that can unleash
the Apocalypse. When a prophecy is awoken by a deity who only has her own interests at heart,
they must go on the defensive to keep their homes on Earth and protect the seals. If even one
seal opens, it will start a chain reaction that will force the Horsemen to take up their
mantles and destroy the new lives they've worked so hard to build.
Rough Upbringing, a Lesson Learnt, and Christmas Came Early
Borderland Beauty
Emma and the Earl
Going for Gold
Lords of Scandal

Lord Dominic is in need of a wife. With the reivers, the wild and dangerous criminals that haunt the borderlands,
breathing down his neck and his brother now married, he needs a strong woman by his side. So when he finds out about
an old marriage contract between him and his neighbour's daughter, he vows to give the mysterious woman a chance.
Upon meeting the beautiful, feisty maiden, he vows to make her his wife. Lucy Montgomery wants nothing to do with the
arrogant lord. She doesn't understand his interest in her. Surely a man like Dominic could never fall for a woman like her?
Hurt by the past, she refuses to believe that she is anything more than a game to him. If only she didn't find him quite so
charming. Can Dominic persuade Lucy that she is more than just another woman to him? And with the reivers growing
bolder, are there worse dangers than Lucy saying 'Nay'?
An erotic romance. Kate Collier is still recovering from a vicious rape and trying to make a success of her dress shop
when Jason Randall and Anthony Richards return to London from the Continent, intent on winning her. She's known
them for years, ever since they served with her late husband in the Peninsula against Napoleon. She'd been in love with
them for almost that long. To discover they feel the same is a shock, but Kate isn't ready to turn her life back over to any
man. Jason and Tony prove hard to resist, however, especially when their close friendship blossoms into desire for each
other as they make Kate's body burn with passion. The combination of their insatiable desire for her and their journey into
a sexual relationship with one another is irresistible to Kate. The past haunts them but, despite violence and censure
directed at their menage, the three long for a life together and they will not be denied. *Previously published **For mature
readers 18+
Pretty-boy David Jarconni, born into a privileged home with a silver spoon in his mouth, was expected to succeed his
father in running the family business. David, however, chose another path. An excitement and danger junkie, David loved
the rules of the streets and the excitement of living near the edge. Finally, yet predictably, his reckless ways almost
ruined him and forced him to work for the company and deal with the challenge of clashing wills with his meddlesome
sister, who had already staked her claim to the company fortune. The only sane thing in David's life, his lady love
Danielle, provides consequences he never anticipated and could not begin to comprehend. An unexpected run-in with an
acquaintance he double-crossed in the old days stirs up a juicy pot of lies, betrayal and deceit with deadly results for all.
Can David take over the company, protect his love and, ultimately, save his own life?
A Secret Affair
To Avenge Her Highland Warrior
The Prince's Pawn
Gentlemen Prefer Spinsters
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In Battle for Peace
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